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ABSTRACT 

 

Passives are generally understood as structures where the predicate is detransitivized forcing it to 

realize its external argument as an adjunct (Prepositional Phrase/PP). Consequently, an internal 

argument occupies the subject position of the construction. In this thesis, I show through a 

detailed study of passives in three South Asian Languages/SALs (Odia, Malayalam and Kharia) 

that these canonical properties- external argument suppression and object promotion- do not 

necessarily define all passive-like constructions in every language. Some SALs exhibit 

constructions with optionally manifested agentive phrases (appearing as PPs), which prima facie 

resemble English kind canonical passives. However, on closer inspection, the optional agentive 

phrases turn out to have argument like properties. The agentive by-phrases bind anaphors, show 

anti-subject orientation and control into complement clauses. Internal arguments, on the other 

hand, remain surface objects and display none of the subjecthood properties. Based on these 

facts, I claim that while some languages like English construct passives which necessarily 

suppress their external arguments due to feature (uninterpretable phi-features and Edge Feature 

(EF)), retention on the Voice head, others like SALs which include Odia and Kharia, have a 

double vP layered structure in which a phi-defective v-2 inherits features from a phi-complete v-

2. In Malayalam, the phi-defective v inherits features from phi-complete Asp. As a consequence, 

these languages host external arguments and case-value their internal arguments. Further, I 

highlight the featural composition of v-1 and v-2 in Odia and Kharia, and Asp and v in 

Malayalam in the three different domains- transitive, intransitive and ditransitive- to capture 

interesting similarities and differences between passives of the three languages under study.  
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